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1.) Valandre Immelman (221-81674)

Category: 03. Mountain-climbing equipment

Articulated down jacket

H-box wall articulated form fitted down jacket, with an active climbing cold weather � Sport design
direction. Advanced technical and innovative compartment system (inside body section and inside
arm compartments constructed in a 9 mono block), allowing no down shift, despite arm and body
movements. Articulation offering high insulation + low weight + "light" and free arm movements.
Tested to have high altitude performance, on technical difficult routes. Judged to be "heavily
needed" in the high altitude climbing community. Total weight: 963g/XL Down load: 340g/XL
Number of compartments: 512

Design agency

Valandre
Belcaire, France

Client / Manufacturer

Valandre
Belcaire, France
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2.) Vingetorix (221-81702)

Category: 07. Products of high ecological and sustainable value

Outdoor Jacket

Vingetorix is a City-Jacket with functional outdoor features (breathable,
water-repellent and windproof). It offers ideal wearing comfort and protects you
from wind and rain. We combine plain design and top quality with sustainability.
In order to produce most ecologically we use organic cotton. The whole
production process from yarn spinning, weaving, dying and finishing the fabric
(EtaProof) up to garment manufacturing is made in Switzerland. Vingetorix is
produced under the lowest possible CO2 emission.

Design agency

Vingetorix
Zürich, Switzerland

Client / Manufacturer

Vingetorix
Zürich, Switzerland
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3.) Challenger (221-81729)

Category: 07. Products of high ecological and sustainable value

Technical alpine backpack

Master of the mountains. Professionally equipped Alpine backpack made from bluesign® certifi ed materials with easy-access crampon
holder and ice tool attachment.

Design agency

VAUDE Sport GmbH & Co. KG
Tettnang, Germany

Client / Manufacturer

VAUDE Sport GmbH & Co. KG
Tettnang, Germany
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4.) Titan 450 (221-81933)

Category: 07. Products of high ecological and sustainable value

Sleeping Bag

The Titan 450 Light is a groundbreaking bag that combines Mountain Equipment�s 50 years of expertise with our new
industry first Down Codex Project. A sleeping bag perfect for modern backpackers and mountaineers who appreciate low
weight with solid ethics. In conjunction with the IDFL we have carried out a complete audit of our entire down supply
chain, from farms to the end product. This includes the sourcing process with no live plucking or harvesting, high
standards of animal welfare and solvent free processing. We are the first outdoor company in the world who can truly
guarantee our down and it�s origins. A new standard has arrived.

Design agency

Mountain Equipment
Hyde, Manchester, United Kingdom

Client / Manufacturer

Mountain Equipment
Hyde, Manchester, United Kingdom
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5.) Fraggle (221-81975)

Category: 03. Mountain-climbing equipment

full body harness for children

The Fraggle is a padded full body harness for children up to 40 kg. Its padding helps maintain its shape and makes it easier to put on and take off.
The Fraggle is a fully-fledged harness with an additional tie-in loop at the back for securing when on rough or steep terrain.

Design agency

EDELRID
Isny, Germany

Client / Manufacturer

EDELRID
Isny, Germany
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6.) Therm-a-Rest® NeoAir� XTherm Mattress
(221-82003)

Category: 04. Camping equipment

mattress

Featuring a cutting-edge combination of technology, design and
materials, the NeoAir� XTherm mattress offers a 5.7 R-Value at only
430 grams. A patent-pending Reflective Barrier design achieves
four-season warmth with multiple layers that reflect heat back to the
user�s body and reduce convective heat loss to the ground. The
patent-pending Triangular Core Matrix design creates internal walls
that trap warm air while providing a stable, comfortable sleeping
platform. Advanced fabrics and a tapered design offer exceptional
compressibility, compactness and light weight. Pump sack and repair
kit included. Made in Ireland and Seattle, USA.

Design agency

Cascade Designs, Inc.
Seattle, United States of America

Client / Manufacturer

Cascade Designs, Inc.
Seattle, United States of America
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7.) Spinoza Jacket (221-82177)

Category: 08. Material Innovations

Spinoza Jacket

Technical mountaineering jacket featuring Dry.Q Elite fabric. Lightweight,
waterproof/breathable & air permeable, it�s the perfect climbing jacket for
changing conditions. 20-denier, three-layer Dry.Q Elite-based fabrication.Core
benefits of Dry.Q Elite: air permeability. 100% durably waterproof, it allows
body heat and moisture to pass through the shell the instant you put it on. To
combine the light weight and durability, we sourced a strong 20D face fabric
with a unique weave. This �false twist� weave increases the surface area of the
fabric fibers and so, increases the fabrics ability to transport moisture away
from the body.

Design agency

Mountain Hardwear
Richmond, California, United States of America

Client / Manufacturer

Mountain Hardwear
Richmond, California, United States of America
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8.) mithril kevlar jacke (221-82229)

Category: 01. Apparel/Helmet/Shoes

softshell

The most durable softshell there is! A jacket made entirely from Kevlar® reinforced material that is fluorocarbon free and
Bluesign® certified. With an ECO index of 67% and a refund value of 10 Euro. Sizing is Unisex, XXS-XXL and the jacket comes
in one color; Charcoal. Some features; High collar, Angled frontzip, Adjustable hem, Extended back, Soft brushed inside. The
intended use of the jacket is climbing, trekking, outside working, mountainbiking etc. It is fairly windresistent and
waterrepellent but mostly VERY, VERY strong.

Design agency

Klättermusen Ab
Åre, Sweden

Client / Manufacturer

Klättermusen Ab
Åre, Sweden
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9.) Primus OmniLite Ti (221-82253)

Category: 03. Mountain-climbing equipment

Lightweight expedition stove

Lighweight (239g), sturdy, reliable, versatile, and fully
expedition-suitable! Based on the technology of the legendary,
award-winning OmniFuel stove, Primus adapted the OmniLite Ti to the
use with fuel-efficient pots with a heat exchanger. In comparison to the
old Omnifuel, the new Titanium-made stove consumes less fuel (for the
same quantity of boiling water) thanks to smaller nozzles and a
reduced heat output. It still burns virtually every kind of fuel: liquid gas,
petrol, paraffin/kerosene, aviation fuel and even diesel. New: the upper
part of the burner can be unscrewed for easy cleaning or changing the
combustion nozzle.

Design agency

Primus AB
Solna, Sweden

Client / Manufacturer

Primus AB
Solna, Sweden
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10.) Ergo Hammock Combi (221-82256)

Category: 04. Camping equipment

Hammock

This new, revolutionary backpacking hammock is the first one allowing
a perfectly flat sleeping experience in a hammock. Five years of
development time went into it. It is all inclusive: Hammock, tarp,
mosquito net and smart setup ropes. This makes hammocks an
ultralight alternative to a tent. Mat sleeve in double floor provides
warmth and stow space. Moskitonet is all around unzippable. 2 inner
pockets for book, glasses and water bottle. Rocksolid
Dyneema-cord-suspension system with no-hassle-sleeves. The rain/
sun tarp is very generously cut and features versatile set-up options.

Design agency

Exped AG
Zürich, Switzerland

Client / Manufacturer

Exped AG
Zürich, Switzerland
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11.) Real Custom Made (221-82264)

Category: 01. Apparel/Helmet/Shoes

1st real bespoke trekking boot

HANWAG is the first bootmaker to offer real bespoke trekking boots.
From July 2011, the Bavarian company introduces �Hanwag Real
Custom Made� to retailers. Specially trained staff will scan the users
feet with a state-of-the art 3D Laser Scanner. The data are transferred
to Hanwag who produce individual lasts for every single foot. On these
lasts, Hanwag cobbles the bespoke shoes (starting with the top-end
trekking boot Alaska GTX®). People with unusually shaped feet or two
different sizes left and right can buy perfectly fitting outdoor footwear.
SRP approx 780.� Euro. Further shoes will cost less � no need for
scanning or last-making.

Design agency

Hanwag GmbH
München, Germany

Client / Manufacturer

Hanwag GmbH
Vierkirchen, Germany
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